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Abstract
This work presents a developed mathematical model that transforms functions and functionalities as
sets from the functional domain and design elements domain. The sets are interconnected by a matrix
model which we called the matrix of function and functionality (MFF). By the MFF model we are
searching cross-sections of function and functionality sets. The cross-sections we called submatrices.
Submatrices contain design parameters that designers need for development of new product
conceptual variants. MFF is conceived as a tool used in conceptual design phase. MFF collects and
binds data from the requirement list and transforms them into functional requirements. Compared to
the morphological matrix, MFF is structured as multidimensional matrix, which according to the
mathematical model presented in this work, generates a functional structure as multilayer functional
structure. MFF simulates the iterativity of the design process in conceptual phase, generating new
conceptual variants. According to the mathematical model of MFF, a computer application was made
and also presented in this work.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Conceptual design phase has important role as initial stage of product design and product
development process [1, 2]. At this stage is important to examine long-term aims, rules and
also to develop a policy routing of the design process [2-4]. Design process in the conceptual
phase is usually specified by complexity [5], unpredictability and creativity [6], which mainly
rests on an individual’s intuition that is hard to repeat in creating new product concepts. It is
also crucial to know that the higher level of abstraction is important for deflection from the
usual and concrete. The problem is if the abstraction level is too large and when the input data
in design process are unarranged, complex and for design process unacceptable. During
conceptual design there are no geometric dimensions [2], exactly defined product shape,
tolerances and design structure. Initial data are stored in the form of customer requirements,
which need to be transformed into data acceptable to the further design process. These data
are not unambiguous and exact as is the case for data in phase of detailed design.
The problem of transformation customer requirements into functional requirements and
mapping of customer, functional, physical and process domain involves axiomatic design
[7-9]. Since the conceptual design phase connects the customer requirements and the stage of
detailed design, it`s aim is to transform the information and data obtained from the market,
into a form that is acceptable for designers for further guiding of the design process.
According to the theory of technical systems [10], each product represents the use of a
function and therefore, it reflects solving initial functional requirements [11]. To contribute to
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solve this problem, we defined a set of rules by which we transformed customer requirements
into product functions [12].
It is important to insure quality solutions by functions. Also is important to insure
possibility for repeatability of solutions in creation of new product concepts. So process of
creation of new product concepts with functions, needs development of new methods and
models with distinct description in practical and theoretical way [13]. Transmission of
knowledge is definitely the missing shackle [14], and it is extremely important to show the
models in a practical implementation (e.g. computer programming environment in stage of
conceptual design. It is the way to show that the theoretical epistemologies can be approved.
In the conceptual design stage are developed different matrix models, e.g. TRIZ [15-17],
DSM [18, 19], QFD [17, 20], SOS [21] and morphological box [22]. Every method has its
own way to solve the problem of data transformation from customer requirements, functional
modelling, creating of conceptual variants and data management [23, 24]. After analysing the
above mentioned methods, we selected a morphological matrix as fundamental guidance for
the new research.
The morphological matrix represents the inner, genuinely structural characteristic of the
formation. Matrix is using the intuitive classification of data without a special mathematical
model or solving rules for connection between functional domain (functions) and design
elements domain (technical systems). Implementation of intuition is required, which is neither
infinite nor repeatable. It is not possible to connect simultaneously customer, functional,
physical and design elements domain. Also it is not possible to arrange functions in functional
structure. This is possible by using functional flow method [23]. With morphological matrix
is not possible to divide functions into categories and unambiguously describe them by
physical sizes from physical domain. Theoretically number of solution is 10  10 matrix
yields 109 solutions. For this number is necessary to have a lot of time to evaluate and select.
This technique does not show the best way to find the best possible solution. There is no
fundamental principle for a selection the best solutions and design forms.
As a contribution to solving above mentioned problems, we developed a matrix of
function and functionality (MFF) method. This matrix method transforms customer
requirements into the functional requirements according to rules developed in [12]. The
process of transformation is mapping of customer domain into the functional domain. With
four function categories technical systems are described as the part of design elements
domain. These technical systems we called functionalities because they are described with
physical sizes and design parameters. Thus, the connection between functional and design
elements domain is achieved. When we search solutions for new set of functions, we look
functionalities who can solve these functions. Then the physical sizes from four categories of
functions by which are described functionalities, if they are solution, is possible through the
submatrices add to these functions and unambiguously describe them. In this way, with MFF,
a mapping between the functional and the physical domain was achieved. Functions now
become measurable and acceptable for analysis in detailed design stage. It is also possible to
generate conceptual variants and their functional description in matrix form. With the
computer application is possible to simulate iterativity of design process at the conceptual
stage through the generation a large number of conceptual variants.

2. THE MFF METHOD
2.1 The base concept of MFF
The MFF is a method which can be useful for designers in a conceptual phase of design
process, to find and analyse different solutions of functional requirements in a way which can
be repeated according to a precisely defined mathematical model described in this paper.
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Repeatability of solutions, guided by a mathematical model, is not possible using a
morphological matrix.
For the next stages of design process (e.g. detailed design), MFF also enables easier
generation of product’s conceptual variants, as well as their functional and physical structure.
Analysing axiomatic design [9], by MFF model, is achieved mapping and connection between
the customer, functional, physical and design elements domain (Fig. 1). In domain of design
elements, we represent all detail forms, which are directly dependent on the manufacturing
technology. Additionally, we can also represent forms of the physical structure of the
products which make direct relation with the mechanics, electrical, optics and nuclear laws
and relations. Functionalities are elements of this domain. According to the set of rules
[12, 25], customer domain is mapping in functional domain. Functional requirements are
elements of functional domain. Physical sizes are part of design parameters and they
unambiguously describe functions. Physical domain contains design parameters.

Figure 1: Binding between domains by the MFF model.

The MFF model consists of three parts (Fig. 2). The first part is functional requirements
part. The part defines the basic functions. They are transformed from customer requirements,
presented in requirement list, and representing the initial information on a new product. For
the future development, it is of utmost importance. The second part is functionality part.
Functionalities are individual possible solutions and working principles, shown as technical
systems. Each functionality is an individual unity, outwardly presented with a name, while
inwardly it contains specifically defined functions and functional parameters. They present
information frame important for design teams. Searching for solutions and evaluation
presents the third part of MFF. The solving framework is shown by the MFF, size n m .
Inside the matrix, the possible solutions are searched based on the relationships among the
functions and functionalities.
A general model of MFF is presented in Fig. 2. The relations between the functions and
functionalities are achieved by submatrices (cross-section fields inside MFF). They represent
the possible solutions of functions and also connection between functional, physical and
design elements domain. The functional requirements in MFF model are marked with Fi.
Functionalities are described by means of technical systems marked with TSj.
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Figure 2: General model of the MFF.

When, by the MFF model, process of conceptual design starts, the first step consists of
transformation customer requirements into the functional requirements. This process of
mapping a customer domain into a functional domain takes place inside the input list of
functions (Fig. 2). When the transformation process is complete, the functions are stored in
the MFF. Functionalities which are described by main (M), supplementary (S), auxiliary (A)
and binding (B) functions, are stored in database and present elements of design elements
domain. Through the input list of functionalities database is connected with MFF. Input list of
functionalities is a filter that has the task of searching database and storing possible function`s
solution in the MFF. If function from input list has solution in specific functionality, then
appears submatrix which tells which function (M, A, S, B) in a given percentage resolves the
function from the input list of functions (Fig. 2). Since functions in submatrices are described
by physical sizes it is possible to add these parameters to functions in input list of functions.
This is a process of mapping a physical domain into a functional domain. The process of
making a concept is over when each function from the input list of functions is described with
physical sizes and functionalities. Conceptual solutions (variants) are stored in a matrix form
by MFF. The number of matrices corresponds to the total number of conceptual solutions.
According to the MFF model described above, the search for function`s solutions results
with creation of conceptual variants. This process is iterative and each new iteration can give
a new conceptual solution. In this way, using the MFF, the simulation of the design process
has been realized at the conceptual phase. In this simulation process, which has related to
iterativity, it is possible to vary functions and function parameters at the beginning of each
new simulation process. The result is visible as a set of conceptual solutions derived from
several simulation processes. Each new simulation process gives a new design solution, or a
new conceptual variant. It is therefore possible to obtain a new design solution that makes the
final solution (product) inside design elements domain.
2.2 Mathematical model of MFF
In the mathematical model of MFF (Fig. 3), functional requirements Fi, i = 1, …, n, are
marked with corresponding marks and the following applies:

F1 , F2 , F3 ,..., Fn ; n  N
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Functionalities TSj, j = 1, …, m, are marked with corresponding marks and the following
applies:

TS1 , TS2 , TS3 ,..., TSm ; m  N

XF1TS1

XF1TS2

XF1TS3

XF1TSm

XF2TS1

XF2TS2

...

XF2TSm

XF3TS1

...

...

XF3TSm

...

...

Functional
requirement - F1

FUNCTIONALITIES / SOLUTIONS
...
TS1
TS2
TSm

...

FUNCTIONAL
REQUIREMENTS

(2)

XFnTS2

XFnTS3

[Suggested solution RF1]

Functional
requirement – F2
[Suggested solution RF2 ]

Functional
requirement – F3

Functional
requirement – Fn

XFnTS1

...

...

[Suggested solution RF3 ]

XFnTSm

[Suggested solution RFn ]

Figure 3: Final mathematical form of the MFF.

Individual cross-sections Fi  TS j or TS j  Fi (solutions, i.e. submatrices) are defined as in
Fig. 4 and the following applies:
Fi  TS j  TS j  Fi



Fi  TS j  X Fi ,TS j X Fi ,TS j  Fi  X Fi ,TS j  TS j



(3)

i=
…,
1, m
…, m
 11,,...,
n; n;
j j 1=,...,
All cross-sections represent solutions or submatrices. They are one functional
requirement. So it is possible to write:





R Fi  XFi ,TS1 , XFi ,TS2 , XFi ,TS3 ,..., XFi ,TSm ,

(4)

where i = 1, …, n.
All cross-sections represent solutions or submatrices. They are one functionality. It is
possible to write:





RTS j  XF1 ,TS j , XF2 ,TS j , XF3 ,TS j ,..., XFn ,TS j ,

Fi

{XFi ,TSj}

where j = 1, …, m.

TSj

Figure 4: Cross-section (solution, submatrix) Fi  TS j  X Fi ,TS j .

The whole matrix of cross-section (solutions, submatrices) is written:
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(6)

In m dimensional vector space, rank r of m  n dimensional matrix R is less than or equal
to number m or n:
rank (R)  r  minm, n
(7)
A n  1 matrix can be transformed in the column vector:

MTS j

 X F1 ,TS j 
X

F2 ,TS j 


; j = 11,
,...,…,
mm
  


 X Fn ,TS j 

(8)

A 1 m matrix can be transformed in the row vector:

 X Fi ,TS1 
X

Fi ,TS2 

1, …,
M Fi 
; ii=1,...,
n n
  


 X Fi ,TSm 

(9)

The transpose form is:
(10)
The set of all possible solutions of MFF is written:

(11)
The sum of all possible solutions of MFF is:
n

R

 MFF

m

  X FiTS j

(12)

i 1 j 1

2.3 Submatrices model
The submatrices present the possible solutions of MFF. They form a link between the
functions and functionalities. Each submatrix is a set of individual functions of functionality,
between which a set of functional requirements seeks a solution. If there is a solution, then
this solution makes the cross-section between the set of functional requirements and the set of
functionalities. This cross-section is a solution or submatrix. If there is no cross-section
between the functional requirements and the functionalities, then there is no solution (no
submatrix).
Fi is a set of functional requirements, and TSj is a set of functionalities:
(13)
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where:
Ni  Fi, i = 1, …, u
Mj  TSj, j = 1, …, v

(14)

Each functional requirement is described by words, elements Ni, i = 1, ···, u, represent
words. For example, let us take functional requirement F1 "Torque moment transmission".
Using Eq. (13), it is possible to write:

F1  N1 , N 2 , N 3  ,

(15)

where: N1 – torque, N2 – moment, N3 – transmission. Eq. (15) takes the following form:

F1  torque, moment, transmission

(16)

Each functionality is described with a different type of function. If Mj, j = 1, ···, v, are
elements of TSj set, then they make the following types of functions: main function (MF),
supplementary function (SF), auxiliary function (AF) and binding function (BF). Now it
follows:

(17)

where: MFi, i = 1; SFj, j = 1, ···, p; AFk, k = 1, ···, r; BFl, l = 1, ···, s. It is possible to write:

(18)

The functions MFi, SFj, AFk and BFl present sub-sets of TSj. It follows:
MFi  TS j ; SFj  TS j ; AFk  TS j ; BFl  TS j

(19)

The final representation of TSj set is shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Graphical representation of complete TSj set.

For example, let the function SF1 "Torque moment generation" be a supplementary
function on TS1. The function SF1  TS1 contains three elements. It is possible to write:
SF1  torque, moment, generation,

where: N1 – torque, N2 – moment, N4 – generation.
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After the mathematical description of Fi and TSj sets, it is possible to determine Fi  TSj
which makes the solution X Fi ,TS j (Fig. 4). Within the MFF, this solution represents a
submatrix.
If we go back to the previous two examples, it is possible to find the cross-section
between the function F1 and supplementary function SF1, which is a sub-set of the TS1. It
follows:
F1  TS1  N1 , N 2 , N 3  N1 , N 2 , N 4  
(21)
torque, moment, transmission torque, moment, generation
The solution of cross-section is a set X F1 ,TS1 :

F1  TS1  N1 , N 2   torque, moment  X F1 ,TS1

(22)

In the submatrices solutions are displayed as a percentage value. Each cross-section
Fi  TS j has n elements; each TSj set has m elements. The solutions are calculated by:
RFi TS j 

Fi
n

TS j m

(23)

n
for the functional requirement, certain functionality addresses in
m
particular percent value. MFF shows all the solutions that are different from 0 %. For 0 % of
solution value, MFF does not display the submatrices.
In the previous example, the solution value is:
F
2
RF1 TS1  1  ,
(24)
TS1 3
The solution value

respectively, function F1 resolves functionality TS1 with the solution value of 66 %.

3. IMPLEMENTATION
According to the mathematical model presented in this work, a computer application has been
developed (Fig. 6).

Figure 6: MFF application.
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Application is divided in six sections. The most important from this standpoint are
database and product structure sections. Inside of these sections we generate new concepts
described with functions and physical sizes.
Process of conceptual design starts with a transformation of customer requirements into
the functional requirements through the input list of functions (Fig. 7). Also functionalities
stored in the application database, is possible to prepare and edit through the input list of
functionalities (Fig. 7).When functions and functionalities are prepared for conceptual design,
through the lists, we put them in MFF and begin generation of conceptual variants.

Figure 7: Input list of functions and input list of functionalities.

The procedure of generation of two conceptual variants of assembly seat positioning is
described in this chapter. This assembly is a part of a product at a higher hierarchical level –
tricycle. Therefore seat positioning is a subassembly in tricycle`s product shape structure.
3.1 Creation of first conceptual variant
First concept is determined by function "Regulation of seating and driving positions" (Fig. 8).
The function is on the second level of the functional structure of tricycle. This function is
necessary to solve with six partial functions, which were generated by transformation of
selected customer requirements (Fig. 8). Using the input list of functions, functions are
implemented in the matrix.
Now begins the arranging process of the matrix, i.e. generation of first conceptual variant.
Depending on the number of functions, this process can be very long, and involves functional
modelling procedure. This process implies description of functions from input list, by
parameters (physical sizes) from the submatrices, whose functionalities are solution of
functions from input list. Functionality Weld was added later in MMF to check propriety of
functional solutions, but in arranging process was rejected, because there is no solution (no
submatrices) for functions from the input list (Fig. 8). Also is rejected functionality Spring,
although its main function (M) solves function "Vibration reduction" with 100 % value.
In Table I are presented functions from input list and accepted functionalities whose
functions in submatrices are solving them. It`s possible to see category of function in
submatrix and percentage value of solution.
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Figure 8: No arranged MFF of the first conceptual variant.
Table I: MFF solution of functions from the input list.
Function from input list
Acceptance of driver`s mass and tricycle
mass
Regulation of driver`s seat angle
Vibration reduction
Adjust suspension hardness
Adjust ride height
Resolve construction

Functionality

Function category

Seat
Frame
Guiding rail
Adjustable spring
Adjustable spring
Adjustable spring
Bolt

Main function (M)
Main function (M)
Main function (M)
Main function (M)
Supplementary function (S)
Auxiliary function (A)
Supplementary function (S)

Solution
percentage
value
75
75
65
100
67
67
50

Figure 9: Arranged MFF of the first conceptual variant.

When rough structure of concept is defined, it is necessary to start with mapping process
of physical sizes (parameters) from the physical domain into the functional domain. This
process is necessary to do for every function from input list. For example, function
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"Acceptance of driver`s mass and tricycle mass" has five solutions (Fig. 8), but only two are
accepted for the first conceptual variant. In a mapping process with parameters describing
main functions from both functionalities (Seat and Frame), it is necessary to describe
previous function. These parameters are collected in popup windows of suggested solutions
(Fig. 9).

Figure 10: Description of function with physical sizes.

Application automatically maps parameters in function "Acceptance of driver`s mass and
tricycle mass" and gives possibility for numerical description of parameters (Fig. 10). They
are very important, because they present design constraints and design requirements. If
construction demands, it is possible to add new parameters or delete previous parameters (Fig.
10). Now all described functions are stored in arranged MFF. When concept seat positioning
is arranged in MFF, this matrix will be implemented in general matrix and functional
structure of tricycle (Fig. 11). After the detail design of this concept, according to MFF (Fig.
9), final shape and subassembly seat positioning is presented in Fig. 12.

Figure 11: General tricycle`s functional structure, with first concept, generated through the MFF.

Figure 12: Detail design of the first conceptual variant.
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3.2 Creation of second conceptual variant
Second concept is determined by function "Fix driving and siting position" (Fig. 13). This
function is different from main function of the first conceptual variant. According to this
function, six functions for its solution are necessary too. It`s possible to see that
functionalities Weld and Adjustable spring are not acceptable for the concept. Process of
solution creating is similar like creation of the first conceptual variant.
When the second concept of seat positioning is arranged in MFF, this matrix will be
implemented in general matrix and functional structure of tricycle (Fig. 14). After the detail
design of this concept, according to MFF (Fig. 13), final shape and subassembly seat
positioning is presented in Fig. 15.

Figure 13: Arranged MFF of the second conceptual variant.

Figure 14: General tricycle`s functional structure, with the second concept, generated through the MFF.

Figure 15: Detail design of the second conceptual variant.
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4. CONCLUSION
By analysing matrix methods used at the conceptual design stage, first of all morphological
matrix, the problem of associating, displaying and transforming of customer requirements into
acceptable data for further guidance of design process was noticed. In order to contribute to
the solution of this problem, a MFF model was developed. Using the MFF model, according
to the theory of technical systems and axiomatic design, binding between customer,
functional, physical and design elements domain was achieved. The mathematical description
of the model and the developed computer application are presented in this work.
The beginning of the design process requires a new set of customer requirements.
Through the set of rules, the process of mapping customer requirements into the set of
functions represents a transformation a customer domain into the functional domain.
Solutions of a new set of functions are obtained through the MFF by linking with the
functions who describe functionalities. These functions are divided into the four categories
(main, supplementary, auxiliary and binding function). On this way functionalities are
solutions of new set of functions. Every new set of functions represent a new conceptual
variant of new future product. Physical sizes from four categories of functions, through the
submatrices, are possible to add to these set of functions. In this way, with MFF, a mapping
between the physical and functional domain was achieved. When functions are described by
physical sizes, they create functional and matrix structure on new product in matrix form.
Future research involves the development of mathematical model that would generate
criteria for evaluation a set of conceptual variants. It`s a problem of decision making process.
In creation of new concepts important is to make decision which concept is better for future
detail design process. Idea is with mathematical model transform functions in criteria for
decision making process. Also is necessary to develop model that can create weight factors
and map them to evaluation criteria. According to this, it is necessary to upgrade present
computer application. On this way, with this models and this application it will be possible to
simulate a creation of new conceptual variants and also will be possible to simulate a decision
making process in conceptual design stage.
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